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FUNCTORIALLY FINITE HEARTS, SIMPLE-MINDED SYSTEMS IN
NEGATIVE CLUSTER CATEGORIES, AND NONCROSSING
PARTITIONS
RAQUEL COELHO SIMO˜ES, DAVID PAUKSZTELLO, AND DAVID PLOOG
Abstract. Let Q be an acyclic quiver and w > 1 be an integer. Let C
−w(kQ) be
the (−w)-cluster category of kQ. We show that there is a bijection between simple-
minded collections in Db(kQ) lying in a fundamental domain of C
−w(kQ) and w-simple-
minded systems in C
−w(kQ). This generalises the same result of Iyama-Jin in the case
that Q is Dynkin. A key step in our proof is the observation that the heart H of a
bounded t-structure in a Hom-finite, Krull-Schmidt, k-linear triangulated category D is
functorially finite in D if and only if H has enough injectives and enough projectives. We
then establish a bijection between w-simple-minded systems in C
−w(kQ) and positive
w-noncrossing partitions of the corresponding Weyl group WQ.
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Introduction
Cluster-tilting theory was introduced in [14] as an approach to categorifying the cluster
algebras of Fomin and Zelevinsky in [23]. Since its inception, cluster-tilting theory has
gone on to have widespread connections with many areas of mathematics.
Classical cluster-tilting theory takes place in an m-cluster category Cm(kQ), for m > 2,
which is an m-Calabi-Yau orbit category of the bounded derived category, Db(kQ), of the
path algebra of a finite acyclic quiver Q, where k is an algebraically closed field. One of the
most fruitful connections has been between the representation theory of finite-dimensional
algebras and Coxeter combinatorics. For example, let W be the Weyl group of type
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Q. There are natural bijections between the sets of clusters and noncrossing partitions
associated toW ; see [4, 41, 47]. There is in turn a bijection between the sets of clusters and
cluster-tilting objects in the corresponding cluster category [15]. Beyond cluster-tilting
theory, there are many further connections between the combinatorics of noncrossing
partitions and representation theory, e.g. in the classification of wide subcategories and
torsion theories [29], thick subcategories [38] and Cartan lattices [27], to name a few. For
a broad treatment of the combinatorics of noncrossing partitions in finite type we refer
the reader to [47].
Recently, there has been increasing interest in negative Calabi-Yau triangulated cate-
gories; see, for example, [12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 26, 30, 32, 33, 36]. For an integer
w > 1 and an acyclic quiver Q there is an orbit category C−w(kQ) of the bounded derived
category Db(kQ) which is (−w)-Calabi-Yau. This orbit category can be thought of as a
‘negative (Calabi-Yau) cluster category’. In this setting the analogue of m-cluster-tilting
objects are so called w-simple-minded systems. Evidence supporting the viewpoint that
w-simple-minded systems are a negative Calabi-Yau analogue of cluster-tilting objects is
advanced by a growing body of work: [15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 30, 32, 33].
It is therefore natural to ask about connections between negative cluster categories and
Coxeter combinatorics. Previous work in this direction includes [15, 16, 30, 47]. Again
let Q be an acyclic quiver with corresponding Weyl group W . In [16], the first au-
thor established a bijection between so-called positive noncrossing partitions of W and
(1-)simple-minded systems in C−1(kQ) when Q is Dynkin. In [15], Buan, Reiten and
Thomas obtained a bijection between simple-minded collections lying inside some ‘fun-
damental domain’ and w-noncrossing partitions, which was a forefather of the Ko¨nig-
Yang correspondences [37]. Most recently, in [30], Iyama and Jin generalised [15] and
[16] to obtain a bijection between w-simple-minded systems in C−w(kQ) and positive
w-noncrossing partitions, again for Q Dynkin. This bijection proceeds via a bijection
between w-simple-minded systems in C−w(kQ) and simple-minded collections lying in
the fundamental domain F−w (see Section 1.2 for the precise definition) of D
b(kQ); see
[30, Theorem 1.2].
In this article we extend this bijection to the case that Q is an arbitrary quiver in the
following main theorem.
Theorem A (Theorem 4.1). Let Q be an acyclic quiver. The natural projection functor
π : Db(kQ)→ C−w(kQ) induces a bijection{
simple-minded collections of Db(kQ)
contained in F−w
}
1−1
←→
{
w-simple-minded systems
in C−w
}
.
Using Theorem A, we are then able to obtain the following bijection involving noncrossing
partitions for any acyclic quiver Q.
Theorem B (Theorem 6.4). Let Q be an acyclic quiver. There is a bijection{
positive w-noncrossing
partitions of WQ
}
1−1
←→
{
w-simple-minded systems
in C−w(kQ)
}
.
In order to obtain Theorem A, we require another observation that we believe holds
independent interest and will be widely applicable. Let D be a Hom-finite, Krull-Schmidt,
k-linear triangulated category and suppose that H ⊆ D is the heart of a bounded t-
structure. One can ask what is the relationship between the following properties of H:
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• H is a length category with finitely many simple objects;
• H has enough injective objects and enough projective objects; and,
• H is a functorially finite subcategory of D.
Of these three properties, the final property is the odd one out: it is the only property
which takes the ambient triangulated category in which H sits into account. As such a
relationship between these properties is potentially very powerful. Unfortunately, Exam-
ple 2.4 shows that there is no relationship, in general, between the first and the third
properties. However, our third main theorem provides a relationship between the second
and third properties of H. It is this relationship which is a crucial ingredient in our proof
of Theorem A.
Theorem C (Theorem 2.1). Suppose H ⊆ D is the heart of a bounded t-structure. Then
H is functorially finite in D if and only if H has enough injectives and enough projectives.
We briefly sketch the structure of the paper. In Section 1, we recall the basic concepts
we use in the paper. In Section 2 we prove Theorem C. Section 3 recalls the basic prop-
erties of orthogonal collections, simple-minded systems and simple-minded collections,
and establishes a characterisation of simple-minded collections in terms of Riedtmann
configurations that may be more widely applicable and illustrates the parallel between
simple-minded collections and simple-minded systems. In Section 4, we prove our main
theorem, Theorem A. Section 5 establishes a bijection between w-simple-minded systems
and certain sincere orthogonal collections which is the crucial tool to pass from Theo-
rem A to Theorem B, which is done in Section 6. Finally, in an appendix, we give an
alternative proof of a theorem by Jin [33] on the reduction of simple-minded collections
using the characterisation in terms of Riedtmann configurations, which avoids the passage
to a Verdier localisation, and is more in the spirit of [20].
Notation convention. In abstract abelian and triangulated categories we will use lower
case Roman letters to denote objects. When we specialise to module categories or derived
categories of an algebra, we will use upper case to denote objects. The philosophy behind
this is that in the latter case, these objects have elements.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Lidia Angeleri Hu¨gel, Jorge Vito´ria
and Alexandra Zvonareva for useful discussions. The authors are grateful to Peter
Jørgensen for comments on a draft, and for pointing out the application of Theorem C
given in Corollary 2.2. The first author is grateful to the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme for financial support through the Marie Sk lodowska-
Curie Individual Fellowship grant agreement number 838706.
1. Preliminaries
To begin with D will be a Hom-finite, Krull-Schmidt, k-linear triangulated category
over an algebraically closed field k. The shift or suspension functor will be denoted by
Σ: D → D. Later we will specialise to the case that D = Db(kQ) for a finite acyclic
quiver Q. Abusing notation, if X is a collection of objects of D and d is an object of D
we will write HomD(X, d) to mean HomD(x, d) where we take each x ∈ X in turn; likewise
for HomD(d,X). We shall assume all subcategories are full and strict.
For subcategories X and Y of D, we write
X ∗ Y = {d ∈ D | there exists a triangle x→ d→ y → Σx with x ∈ X and y ∈ Y}.
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We note that by the octahedral axiom, the ∗ product of subcategories is associative. A
subcategory X is extension-closed if X ∗ X = X. We denote by 〈X〉, or sometimes by
〈X〉D when we need to emphasise the triangulated category in which we are working, the
extension closure of X, that is the smallest extension-closed subcategory of D containing
X. The right and left perpendicular categories of X are defined as follows:
X⊥ = {d ∈ D | Hom(X, d) = 0} and ⊥X = {d ∈ D | Hom(d,X) = 0}.
In Section 5 we will also require a notion of perpendicular category that is more suited
to abelian categories; see Definition 5.6.
An autoequivalence S : D → D is called a Serre functor if for each x, y ∈ D there is an
isomorphism,
Hom(x, y) ≃ DHom(y, Sx),
which is natural in x and y, where D = Homk(−,k). If D has a Serre functor, it is unique
up to isomorphism and we say D satisfies Serre duality. For details we refer to [42].
Let w ∈ Z. A triangulated category D satisfying Serre duality is w-Calabi-Yau (or w-CY )
if there is a natural isomorphism S ≃ Σw, where S is the Serre functor on D.
1.1. Functorially finite subcategories and t-structures. Let X be a subcategory of
D, and d an object in D. A morphism f : x→ d, with x ∈ X, is a right X-approximation
of d if Hom(X, f) : Hom(X, x)→ Hom(X, d) is surjective. The morphism f is called right
minimal if any g : x → x satisfying fg = f is an automorphism. The morphism f is
called a minimal right X-approximation of d if it is a right X-approximation of d and is
right minimal. If f : x→ d is a minimal right X-approximation and h : x′ → d is a right
X-approximation then x is isomorphic to a direct summand of x′ [5].
If every object in D admits a right X-approximation, then X is said to be contravari-
antly finite. There are dual notions of (minimal) left X-approximations and covariantly
finite subcategories. The subcategory X of D is called functorially finite if it is both
contravariantly finite and covariantly finite.
A t-structure in D consists of a pair of full subcategories (X,Y) such that HomD(X,Y) = 0,
D = X ∗ Y and ΣX ⊆ X (equivalently, Σ−1Y ⊆ Y). Its heart H = X ∩ ΣY is an abelian
category [8]. A t-structure (X,Y) is called bounded if D =
⋃
i∈ZΣ
iX =
⋃
i∈ZΣ
iY. We
recall the following standard characterisation of bounded t-structures; see, for example,
[11, Lemma 3.2].
Lemma 1.1. Let (X,Y) be a t-structure in D with heart H. The following conditions are
equivalent:
(1) the t-structure (X,Y) is bounded;
(2) X =
⋃
n>0Σ
nH ∗ Σn−1H ∗ · · · ∗ H and Y =
⋃
n<0Σ
−1H ∗ Σ−2H ∗ · · · ∗ ΣnH;
(3) D =
⋃
n>mΣ
nH ∗ Σn−1H ∗ · · · ∗ Σm+1H ∗ ΣmH.
Note that for a t-structure (X,Y), the inclusion X→ D has a right adjoint and the inclu-
sion Y → D has a left adjoint; these are given by the truncation functors. Therefore, the
subcategory X is always contravariantly finite and the subcategory Y is always covariantly
finite, and the approximations are even functorial.
Definition 1.2. A bounded t-structure (X,Y) in D with heart H is called algebraic if H
is a length category (every object has finite length, i.e. is Artinian as well as Noetherian)
with only finitely many simple objects.
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For example, the property of being an algebraic t-structure holds for module categories
over finite-dimensional algebras.
1.2. Hereditary algebras and negative cluster categories. For this section, D =
Db(kQ) for some finite acyclic quiver Q. The main reference for the structure of derived
categories of hereditary algebras (equivalently, path algebras of acyclic quivers) is [25].
Recall that an algebra A is hereditary if it is of global dimension 0 or 1, i.e. if the bifunctors
ExtnA(−,−) are zero for n > 2. Typical examples are the path algebras A = kQ. A
well-known lemma says that each object of Db(kQ) decomposes as a direct sum of its
cohomology. In particular, its Auslander–Reiten (AR) quiver has the following form:
· · · Σ−1mod(kQ) mod(kQ) Σmod(kQ) · · ·
Morphisms go from left to right, and since for two modules M,N ∈ mod(kQ), one has
HomDb(kQ)(M,Σ
nN) = Extn
kQ(M,N), nonzero morphisms exist only from one degree to
the next and not any higher. Moreover, there are no morphisms from one degree to a
degree that is strictly lower.
In this article we will be interested in a certain orbit category of Db(kQ) which is con-
structed as follows; see [14]. Let w > 1 and F = ΣwS. We define the category
C−w = C−w(kQ) := D
b(kQ)/F,
with the same objects as D and whose morphisms are given by
HomC−w(x, y) =
⊕
n∈Z
HomDb(kQ)(x, F
ny).
We write π : Db(kQ) → C−w for the natural projection functor. The orbit category
C−w is a triangulated category (see [35]) which is (−w)-Calabi-Yau; this uses that the
algebra kQ is hereditary. Compare C−w with the construction of the m-cluster category,
Db(kQ)/Σ−mS, for m > 2, which is an m-Calabi-Yau triangulated category. As such we
will refer to C−w as a negative cluster category or a (−w)-cluster category.
It is often convenient to compute inside C−w using a so-called fundamental domain in
Db(kQ). Let (X,Y) be the standard t-structure in Db(kQ), i.e. the t-structure with heart
H = mod(kQ). We define the fundamental domain of C−w to be
F−w := X ∩ Σ
wSY.
The natural projection functor π : Db(kQ)→ C−w induces a bijection
{indecomposable objects in F−w}
1−1
←→ {indecomposable objects of C−w}.
Below we give a schematic of the fundamental domain F−w inside D
b(kQ),
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· · · mod(kQ) · · · Σw−1mod(kQ) Σwmod(kQ) · · ·
X
ΣwSY
F−w
where the shaded grey region on the right-hand side comprises Σwinj(kQ), where inj(kQ)
denotes the full subcategory of injective kQ-modules.
Finally, working inside F−w allows us to compute Hom spaces easily.
Lemma 1.3 ([30, Lemma 3.4]). Suppose x, y ∈ F−w and 0 6 i 6 w. Then
HomC−w(x,Σ
−iy) = HomDb(kQ)(x,Σ
−iy)⊕DHomDb(kQ)(y,Σ
i−wx).
2. Functorially finite hearts
In this section we establish an unexpected characterisation of algebraic t-structures: our
third main theorem, which we state and prove first, relates homological properties of
hearts to approximation properties. See [10, Proposition 3.2.2] for a similar characterisa-
tion in terms of co-t-structures. Here, D will be a Hom-finite, Krull-Schmidt triangulated
category.
Theorem 2.1. Let H be the heart of a bounded t-structure in D. Then the following hold:
(1) The heart H is contravariantly finite in D if and only if H has enough injectives.
(2) The heart H is covariantly finite in D if and only if H has enough projectives.
(3) The heart H is functorially finite in D if and only if H has enough injectives and
enough projectives.
Proof. It suffices to prove (1) because (2) is the dual statement, and (3) is the combination
of (1) and (2). Thus, let (X,Y) be a bounded t-structure in D with heart H.
Suppose H is contravariantly finite in D. We must show that every object of H admits an
injective envelope. Let h ∈ H and take a minimal right H-approximation of Σh:
h′ → Σh→ Σe→ Σh′.
By the triangulated Wakamatsu Lemma Σe ∈ H⊥ (see e.g. [34, Lemma 2.1]). Rotating
this triangle gives us the triangle h→ e→ h′ → Σh, whence extension closure of H means
that e ∈ H. Thus, e ∈ H ∩ (Σ−1H)⊥, i.e. Ext1
H
(−, e) = 0 and e is injective. However,
each short exact sequence 0 → h′ → h → h′′ → 0 corresponds to a distinguished
triangle h′ → h → h′′ → Σh′ and vice versa so that we have a short exact sequence
0→ h→ e→ h′ → 0, in which case h →֒ e is an injective envelope.
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Now for the converse suppose that H has enough injectives. Since (X,Y) is a bounded
t-structure, we have
D =
⋃
i>j
ΣiH ∗ Σi−1H ∗ · · · ∗ Σj+1H ∗ ΣjH.
Since H is the heart of a t-structure, we have HomD(H,Σ
<0H) = 0. Therefore, it is
sufficient to show that H is contravariantly finite in susp(H), where
susp(H) =
⋃
i>0
ΣiH ∗ · · · ∗ ΣH ∗ H.
We split the argument up into three steps.
Step 1. For each n > 0, each object of ΣnH admits a right H-approximation whose
mapping cone lies in (Σ60H)⊥.
When n = 0, this statement is trivial. To start the induction, suppose n = 1. For h ∈ H
we show how to construct a right H-approximation of Σh whose mapping cone lies in
(Σ60H)⊥. In H, take an injective envelope of h and its cokernel, giving us a short exact
sequence 0 → h → e → c → 0 in H. Rotating the corresponding triangle in D gives us
c→ Σh→ Σe→ Σc, with Σe ∈ (Σ60H)⊥ ∩ΣH since e is injective. This tells us that the
morphism c→ Σh is a right H-approximation whose mapping cone lies in (Σ60H)⊥.
Suppose n > 1 and each object of Σn−1H admits a right H-approximation whose mapping
cone lies in (Σ60H)⊥. Let h ∈ H and take such a right H-approximation of Σn−1h,
c1 → Σ
n−1h→ f1 → Σc1.
By induction, Σc1 admits a right H-approximation whose mapping cone lies in (Σ
60H)⊥:
c2 → Σc1 → f2 → Σc2.
Applying the octahedral axiom to the composition c2 → Σc1 → Σ
nh gives the diagram
f1

f1

c2 // Σc1 //

f2 //

Σc2
c2 // Σ
nh //

f //

Σc2
Σf1 Σf1
Now since Σf1 ∈ (Σ
61H)⊥ and f2 ∈ (Σ
60H)⊥, we get f ∈ (Σ60H)⊥, whence the triangle
c2 → Σ
nh→ f → Σc2 gives rise to a right H-approximation of Σ
nh whose mapping cone
lies in (Σ60H)⊥.
Step 2. Each object of ΣH ∗H admits a right H-approximation whose mapping cone lies
in (Σ60H)⊥.
Let d ∈ ΣH ∗H and consider a decomposition Σh1 → d→ h2 → Σ
2h1. By Step 1, we can
take a right H-approximation of Σh1,
h→ Σh1 → e→ Σh,
where e ∈ (Σ60H)⊥. Consider the octahedral axiom applied to this triangle together with
the decomposition triangle for d, which gives rise to the left-hand commutative diagram
below, in which the indicated map is zero because e ∈ (Σ60H)⊥. Therefore, f ≃ e ⊕ h2.
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Using the octahedral axiom for the composition d → f ≃ e ⊕ h2 → e, where the second
morphism is the projection, gives the right-hand commutative diagram.
Σ−1h2

Σ−1h2
0

h // Σh1 //

e //

Σh
h // d //

f //

Σh
h2 h2
h2

h2

d // e⊕ h2 //

Σh //

Σd
d // e //

Σh′ //

Σd
Σh2 Σh2
From the right-hand diagram, we see that h′ → d → e → Σh′ gives the required right
H-approximation.
Step 3. For each n > 0, each object of ΣnH∗ · · ·∗ΣH∗H admits a right H-approximation
whose mapping cone lies in (Σ60H)⊥.
For n = 0, this is contained in Step 1. Therefore, assume n > 0 and assume, by induction,
that any object of Σn−1H ∗ · · · ∗ ΣH ∗ H admits a right H-approximation whose mapping
cone lies in (Σ60H)⊥. Let d ∈ ΣnH∗· · ·∗ΣH∗H and decompose it as Σd′ → d→ h→ Σ2d′
with d′ ∈ Σn−1H ∗ · · · ∗ ΣH ∗ H and h ∈ H. Take a right H-approximation of d′,
h′ → d′ → e′ → Σh′,
with e′ ∈ (Σ60H)⊥. Therefore, Σe′ ∈ (Σ61H)⊥. Apply the octahedral axiom to the
decomposition triangle for d together with the shifted approximation triangle for d′ to
obtain the left-hand commutative diagram below in which the first map of the second
row is zero because Σe′ ∈ (Σ61H)⊥, making f ∼= Σe′⊕ h. Applying the octahedral axiom
again, this time using the second column from the left-hand diagram and the other split
triangle defining f gives the right-hand commutative diagram.
Σh′

Σh′

Σ−1h // Σd′ //

d //

h
Σ−1h
0
// Σe′ //

f //

h
Σ2h′ Σ2h′
h

h

d // Σe′ ⊕ h //

Σ2h′ //

Σd
d // Σe′ //
0

Σd′′ //

Σd
Σh Σh
Rotating the triangle comprising the second row of the right-hand diagram above, we get
d′′ → d → Σe′ → Σd′′ with d′′ ∈ ΣH ∗ H and Σe′ ∈ (Σ61H)⊥. By Step 2, we can take a
right H-approximation of d′′ whose cone lies in (Σ60H)⊥:
h′′ → d′′ → e′′ → Σh′′.
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Using the octahedral axiom once more, we get:
e′

e′

h′′ // d′′ //

e′′ //

Σh′′
h′′ // d //

e //

Σh′′
Σe′ Σe′
Applying Hom(Σ60H,−) to the triangle in the second column shows that e ∈ (Σ60H)⊥.
In particular, the map h′′ → d is a right H-approximation whose mapping cone lies in
(Σ60H)⊥. 
Using Theorem 2.1 we are able to establish the existence of Auslander–Reiten sequences.
Corollary 2.2. Suppose D is a Hom-finite, Krull-Schmidt triangulated category with
Serre duality. Let H be the heart of a bounded t-structure in D.
(1) If H has enough injectives then any indecomposable object of H which is not Ext-
projective is the third object of an Auslander–Reiten sequence.
(2) If H has enough projectives then any indecomposable object of H which is not
Ext-injective is the first object of an Auslander–Reiten sequence.
Proof. We only prove the first statement; the second is dual. Suppose h ∈ ind(H) is not
Ext-projective, i.e. Ext1H(h,−) = HomD(h,Σ−)|H 6= 0. Then, since D has Serre duality,
by [42, Theorem I.2.4], D has AR triangles. In particular, there is an AR triangle x →
y → h → Σx in D. Since H has enough injectives, by Theorem 2.1, H is contravariantly
finite in D. Hence, x admits a minimal right H-approximation. Thus we can now apply
[34, Theorem 3.1] to conclude that there is an AR sequence 0 → h′ → h′′ → h → 0 in
H. 
Finally, we remark that Theorem 2.1 allows us to recognise module categories of finite-
dimensional algebras via the approximation theory of the heart inside an ambient trian-
gulated category. Here D is again a Hom-finite k-linear triangulated category.
Corollary 2.3. Let (X,Y) be an algebraic t-structure in D with heart H. The heart H is
covariantly finite in D if and only if H ≃ mod(A) for a finite-dimensional k-algebra A.
Proof. By [6, Ch. II], H has enough projectives if and only if H ≃ mod(A) for some
finite-dimensional k-algebra A. The result now follows from Theorem 2.1. 
The following example, however, shows that having enough projectives is not enough to
detect algebraic hearts inside a Hom-finite Krull-Schmidt triangulated category.
Example 2.4. Let H be a standard stable homogeneous tube. This is a length category
in which every object is uniserial. Moreover, H contains a single simple object, but no
injective or projective objects except the zero object. It has infinitely many indecom-
posable objects. The category D = Db(H) is a 1-Calabi-Yau triangulated category in
which the only torsion pairs are trivial or shifts of the standard t-structure, which is
bounded, see [19, Theorem 9.1]. Since H is length with one isoclass of simple objects, it
is algebraic; but it doesn’t have enough projectives or injectives and is therefore neither
contravariantly finite nor covariantly finite in D.
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Example 2.5. Let H = mod(kA˜1) be the category of finite-dimensional representations
of the Kronecker quiver. In the derived category D = Db(H), this heart is obviously
algebraic. As is well known, D is equivalent to the bounded derived category of coherent
sheaves on the projective line P1 over k, giving rise to another heart H′ = coh(P1) in D.
The abelian category H′ has neither injective nor projective objects apart from 0. Hence
by Theorem 2.1, the heart H′ is neither covariantly nor contravariantly finite in D.
3. Orthogonal collections
In this section we recall the various notions of orthogonal collections and then establish
some useful characterisations of them. The main references for the definitions in this
section are [16, 17, 18, 20, 22, 36].
Definitions 3.1. A collection of objects S in D is called a 1-orthogonal collection (or
simply orthogonal collection) if dimHomD(x, y) = δxy for every x, y ∈ S. Let w > 1 be
an integer. An orthogonal collection S is said to be
(i) (if w > 1) w-orthogonal if HomD(Σ
kx, y) = 0 for 1 6 k 6 w − 1 and x, y ∈ S;
(ii) ∞-orthogonal if HomD(Σ
kx, y) = 0 for k > 1 and x, y ∈ S;
(iii) a w-simple-minded system if it is w-orthogonal and D = 〈S〉∗Σ−1〈S〉∗· · ·∗Σ1−w〈S〉;
(iv) a simple-minded collection if it is ∞-orthogonal and D = thickD(S);
(v) a left w-Riedtmann configuration if it is w-orthogonal and
⋂w−1
k=0 (Σ
kS)⊥ = 0;
(vi) a right w-Riedtmann configuration if it is w-orthogonal and
⋂w−1
k=0
⊥(Σ−kS) = 0;
(vii) a w-Riedtmann configuration if it is both a left w-Riedtmann configuration and a
right w-Riedtmann configuration; and,
(viii) an ∞-Riedtmann configuration if it is ∞-orthogonal and ⊥(Σ<0S)∩ (Σ>0S)⊥ = 0.
In [40] an orthogonal collection is called a system of orthogonal bricks, in [22] a set
of (pairwise) orthogonal bricks and in [3] a semibrick. In [30, 32, 33] w-Riedtmann
configurations are called (−w)-Calabi-Yau configurations in light of [32, Theorem 6.2]
which asserts that if S is a w-Riedtmann configuration then SΣwS = S.
Let X ⊆ D be a collection of objects in D. We set (X)1 = X and (X)n = X ∗ (X)n−1. We
now recall some basic properties of orthogonal collections.
Lemma 3.2. Let S be an orthogonal collection in D. Then the following assertions hold:
(1) ([22, Lemma 2.7]) (S)n is closed under direct summands for each n > 1.
(2) ([22, Lemma 2.3]) 〈S〉 =
⋃
n>1(S)n.
(3) ([20, Theorem 2.11] & [22, Theorem 3.3]) If S ⊆ T for an orthogonal collection T
in D then 〈S〉 is functorially finite in 〈T〉.
Lemma 3.2(2) means that the following definition makes sense.
Definition 3.3 ([22, Definition 2.5]). Let S be an orthogonal collection in D. The S-length
(or simply length) of x ∈ 〈S〉 is the smallest natural number n such that x ∈ (S)n.
Recall the following characterisation of w-simple-minded systems from [20].
Proposition 3.4 ([20, Proposition 2.13]). Let S be a collection of indecomposable objects
in D, and let w > 1 be an integer. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) S is a w-simple-minded system.
(2) S is a right w-Riedtmann configuration such that 〈S〉 is covariantly finite in D.
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(3) S is a left w-Riedtmann configuration such that 〈S〉 is contravariantly finite in D.
(4) S is a w-Riedtmann configuration such that 〈S〉 is functorially finite in D.
We next provide an analogue of Proposition 3.4 for simple-minded collections.
Proposition 3.5. Let S be a collection of indecomposable objects in D. Then S is a
simple-minded collection if and only if S is an ∞-Riedtmann configuration such that
susp S is contravariantly finite in D and cosusp S is covariantly finite in D.
Proof. Suppose that S is a simple-minded collection in D. Since both simple-minded col-
lections and ∞-Riedtmann configurations are ∞-orthogonal collections, we only need to
check the other defining properties of ∞-Riedtmann configurations. Then, by definition,
thickD(S) = D and by, e.g. [20, Lemma 2.7], we have
D =
⋃
n>m
Σn〈S〉 ∗ Σn−1〈S〉 ∗ · · · ∗ Σm+1S ∗ Σm〈S〉.
It therefore follows immediately that (susp S, cosuspΣ−1S) is a bounded t-structure in
D, and, in particular, susp S is contravariantly finite and cosusp S is covariantly finite.
Finally, (Σ>0S)⊥ = (susp S)⊥ = cosuspΣ−1S and ⊥(Σ<0S) = ⊥(cosuspΣ−1S) = susp S, so
that ⊥(Σ<0S) ∩ (Σ>0S)⊥ = susp S ∩ cosuspΣ−1S = 0.
Conversely, suppose that S is an ∞-Riedtmann configuration such that susp S is con-
travariantly finite in D and cosusp S is covariantly finite in D. To see that S is a simple-
minded collection we need only to check that thickD(S) = D. Let d be an object of D. Since
susp S is contravariantly finite in D there is a decomposition triangle x → d → y → Σx
with respect to the t-structure (susp S, (Σ>0S)⊥). Now, since cosusp S is covariantly fi-
nite in D there is a decomposition triangle of y, Σ−1v → u → y → v with respect
to the t-structure (⊥(Σ<0S), cosuspΣ−1S). Note that cosuspΣ−1S ⊆ (Σ>0S)⊥ so that
Σ−1v ∈ (Σ>−1S)⊥ ⊆ (Σ>0S)⊥. Since (Σ>0S)⊥ is a perpendicular category, it is closed un-
der extensions. It follows that u ∈ ⊥(Σ<0S) ∩ (Σ>0S)⊥. Hence, since S is ∞-Riedtmann,
we obtain that u = 0 and y ≃ v. In particular, we get
d ∈ susp S ∗ cosuspΣ−1S = thickD(S).
Hence, D = thickD(S) and S is a simple-minded collection. 
Finally, we end this section with the following useful observation obtained by applying
Theorem 2.1 in the context of simple-minded collections in bounded derived categories
of finite-dimensional algebras.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose D = Db(A) for some finite-dimensional k-algebra A. If S is a
simple-minded collection in D, then 〈S〉 is functorially finite in D.
Proof. If S is a simple-minded collection in D then 〈S〉 is the heart of a bounded t-structure
which is equivalent to the category of finitely generated modules over a finite-dimensional
algebra by [37, Proposition 5.4, Corollary 6.2]. Hence 〈S〉 has enough projectives and
enough injectives, so by Theorem 2.1, 〈S〉 is functorially finite in D. 
4. Simple-minded collections vs w-simple minded systems
Let Q be a finite acyclic quiver and w > 1. Recall the construction of the negative cluster
category C−w = C−w(kQ) as an orbit category of D = D
b(kQ) from Section 1.2. The
aim of this section is to establish the following theorem, which is a generalisation of [30,
Theorem 1.2], which was established when Q is simply-laced Dynkin.
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Theorem 4.1. Let Q be an acyclic quiver. The natural projection functor π : Db(kQ)→
C−w induces a bijection{
simple-minded collections of Db(kQ)
contained in F−w
}
1−1
←→
{
w-simple-minded systems
in C−w
}
.
The proof of this theorem comes in two parts. We must first establish that the map
induced by π is well defined and secondly that the map is surjective. Once we know that
the map is well defined, injectivity follows immediately because the projection functor
π induces a bijection between ind(C−w) and ind(F−w), where F−w is the fundamental
domain; see Section 1.2 for notation.
4.1. The induced map is well defined. In this section, we establish the following.
Proposition 4.2. Let Q be an acyclic quiver. The natural projection functor π : Db(kQ)→
C−w induces a well-defined map{
simple-minded collections of Db(kQ)
contained in F−w
}
−→
{
w-simple-minded systems
in C−w
}
.
In [30, Proposition 3.6], Iyama and Jin show that there is a well-defined map{
simple-minded collections of Db(kQ)
contained in F−w
}
−→ {w-Riedtmann configurations in C−w}.
When Q is simply-laced Dynkin, by Proposition 3.4, this is enough to establish Propo-
sition 4.2. However, more work is required for an arbitrary acyclic quiver Q. In fact,
the following example illustrates that the map above is not surjective when Q is not
simply-laced Dynkin.
Example 4.3. Let Q = A˜1 be the Kronecker quiver and w = 1. Partition the set of
homogeneous tubes into two nonempty, disjoint sets Λ and Ω and set
S := {Sλ | λ ∈ Λ} ∪ {ΣSω | ω ∈ Ω},
where Sλ (resp. Sω) denotes the quasi-simple modules lying on the mouth of the tubes
indexed by Λ (resp. Ω). Then S is a 1-Riedtmann configuration in C−1 := C−1(kA˜1); the
required Hom-vanishing needs Λ 6= ∅ and Ω 6= ∅. However, S is not a simple-minded
collection in D := Db(kA˜1) since thickD(S) 6= D. Note also that 〈S〉C−1 is not functorially
finite in C−1 and so S is not a simple-minded system in C−1.
To prove Proposition 4.2, we need some lemmas. Recall F = ΣwS : Db(kQ)→ Db(kQ).
Lemma 4.4. Let S be an ∞-orthogonal collection of Db(kQ) contained in F−w.
(1) The set {F nS | n ∈ Z} is an orthogonal collection in Db(kQ).
(2) For k > 1, we have Ext1
Db(kQ)(S, F
kS) = 0.
Proof. To prove (1), it is enough to show that HomD(S1, F
nS2) = 0 for S1, S2 ∈ S and
n ∈ Z \ {0} since S is an orthogonal collection in D = Db(kQ). For n = 1, we have
HomD(S1, FS2) ≃ DHomD(Σ
wS2, S1) = 0, since w > 1 and S is an ∞-orthogonal collec-
tion.
Now consider n = 2. Recall that (X,Y) denotes the standard t-structure on D. Since
S1 ∈ Σ
wSY, there exists Y ∈ Y such that S1 = Σ
wSY . Hence, HomD(S1, F
2S2) ≃
DHomD(Σ
wS2, Y ) = 0, since S2, and so Σ
wS2, lie in X.
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Now let n > 2. By the hereditary property, we have F nS2 ∈ S
nΣnwX ⊆ ΣnwX and
S1 ∈ SΣ
wY ⊆ Σw+1Y. Therefore, HomD(S1, F
nS2) ≃ HomD(Y,Σ
(n−1)w−1X), for some
Y ∈ Y and X ∈ X. Since (n− 1)w− 1 > 1, it follows that HomD(S1, F
nS2) = 0, again by
the hereditary property.
Finally, let n 6 −1. Since S2 ∈ Σ
wSY, we get F nS2 ∈ Σ
(n+1)wSn+1Y ⊆ Σ(n+1)wY ⊆ Y by
the hereditary property, the fact that Y is the co-aisle of a t-structure, and (n+1)w 6 0.
It follows that HomD(S1, F
nS2) = 0 since S1 ∈ X.
Statement (2) follows from the ∞-orthogonality property of S when k = 1, and from the
argument above for n > 2, when k > 2. 
Corollary 4.5. Let S be an ∞-orthogonal collection of Db(kQ) contained in Fw. Then
〈F nS〉Db(kQ) ∗ 〈S〉Db(kQ) ⊆ 〈S〉Db(kQ) ∗ 〈F
nS〉Db(kQ), for all n > 1.
Proof. Given D ∈ 〈F nS〉D ∗ 〈S〉D, we have a triangle F
nS1 −→ D −→ S2
α
−→ ΣF nS1,
with S1, S2 ∈ 〈S〉. It follows from Lemma 4.4(2) that α = 0. Hence, the triangle splits,
and D ≃ S2 ⊕ F
nS1 ∈ 〈S〉D ∗ 〈F
nS〉D. 
Following Lemma 4.4 and Corollary 4.5, for an ∞-orthogonal collection S of Db(kQ)
contained in F−w, we define the following extension-closed subcategory of D
b(kQ):
ES := 〈F
nS | n ∈ Z〉Db(kQ).
We now show that each object of ES admits a filtration by objects in {F
nS | n ∈ Z}.
Lemma 4.6. Let S be an ∞-orthogonal collection of Db(kQ) contained in F−w. Then ES
is closed under direct summands and
ES =
⋃
m<n
〈FmS〉Db(kQ) ∗ 〈F
m+1S〉Db(kQ) ∗ · · · ∗ 〈F
nS〉Db(kQ).
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from Lemma 4.4(1) and Lemma 3.2(1).
By Lemma 4.4(1) and Lemma 3.2(2), we have ES =
⋃
n>1(T)n, where T := {F
nS | n ∈ Z}.
Hence, for D ∈ ES there is a tower of the form
(1) 0 = D0 // D1 //

D2 //

· · · // Dn−1 //

Dn = D

F i1S1
gg
g'
g'
g'
g'
F i2S2
ff
f&
f&
f&
f&
· · · F in−1Sn−1
gg
g'
g'
g'
g'
g'
F inSn
hh
h(
h(
h(
h(
h(
h(
with Sℓ ∈ S for 1 6 ℓ 6 n. By Corollary 4.5, we can re-order the indices in the tower
above so that i1 6 i2 6 . . . 6 in. Therefore, ES ⊆
⋃
m<n〈F
mS〉D ∗〈F
m+1S〉D ∗· · ·∗〈F
nS〉D,
where D = Db(kQ). The other inclusion is trivial. 
Before we are able to prove Proposition 4.2 we need the following lemmas connecting the
functorial finiteness of ES in D
b(kQ) and the functorial finiteness of the extension closure
of S in C−w.
Lemma 4.7. Let π : Db(kQ) → C−w be the natural projection functor. If S is an ∞-
orthogonal collection of Db(kQ) contained in F−w, then π(ES) = 〈S〉C−w .
Proof. To see that π(ES) ⊆ 〈S〉C−w , observe that, by Lemma 4.6, D ∈ ES admits a tower
as in (1) with each Sℓ ∈ S. Since π(F
iℓSℓ) = Sℓ ∈ S, applying π to the tower above gives
a filtration of π(D) in 〈S〉C−w .
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Conversely, we need to show that if D ∈ π−1(〈S〉C−w) then D ∈ ES. It is enough to check
for D indecomposable. Let D ∈ π−1(〈S〉C−w) be indecomposable; note that D ∈ F
kF−w
for some k ∈ Z. We proceed by induction on the S-length of π(D) in C−w. If D ∈ π
−1(S),
then D = F kS for some S ∈ S. Hence, D ∈ {F iS | i ∈ Z} ⊆ ES. Suppose n > 1. Assume,
by induction, that if D ∈ π−1(〈S〉C−w) is such that π(D) has S-length n− 1 in C−w then
D ∈ ES has {F
iS | i ∈ Z}-length n− 1 in ES. Now suppose D ∈ π
−1(〈S〉C−w) is such that
π(D) has S-length n in C−w. Then, by Lemma 3.2(2), there is a triangle in C−w of the
form
C → π(D)→ S → ΣC,
with S ∈ S and C ∈ 〈S〉C−w has S-length n− 1 in C−w. This triangle is the image under
π of a triangle in Db(kQ) of the form
F iD′ → D → F jS → ΣF iD′,
where i ∈ {k, k− 1} and j ∈ {k, k+1}, by Lemma 1.3. Since π(F iD′) = C, it follows by
induction that F iD′ ∈ ES has {F
iS | i ∈ Z}-length n− 1 in Db(kQ), whence D ∈ ES has
{F iS | i ∈ Z}-length n. 
Lemma 4.8. Let π : Db(kQ) → C−w be the natural projection functor. Suppose S is an
∞-orthogonal collection of Db(kQ) contained in F−w. Then ES is contravariantly (resp.
covariantly, functorially) finite in Db(kQ) if and only if 〈S〉C−w is contravariantly (resp.
covariantly, functorially) finite in C−w.
Proof. We only establish the contravariantly finite statements; the covariantly finite state-
ment is similar and the functorially finite statement follows from combining both.
Suppose ES is contravariantly finite in D = D
b(kQ). For D ∈ F−w, take a minimal right
ES-approximation of D in D and extend it to a triangle,
ED
α
−→ D −→ XD −→ ΣED.
By the triangulated Wakamatsu lemma (see, e.g. [34, Lemma 2.1]),XD ∈ (ES)
⊥. Applying
π to this triangle, we get the following triangle in C−w:
π(ED)
π(α)
−→ π(D) −→ π(XD) −→ Σπ(ED).
By Lemma 4.7, we have π(ED) ∈ 〈S〉C−w . By construction of C−w, see Section 1.2, we
have HomC−w(S, π(XD)) =
⊕
i∈Z HomD(F
iS, XD) = 0 since XD ∈ (ES)
⊥. Therefore, π(α)
is a right 〈S〉C−w-approximation of D = π(D), and so 〈S〉C−w is contravariantly finite in
C−w.
Conversely, suppose 〈S〉C−w is contravariantly finite in C−w. Let D ∈ D and consider the
extension of a minimal right 〈S〉C−w-approximation of π(D) to a triangle in C−w,
SD −→ π(D) −→ YD −→ ΣSD,
where HomC−w(S, YD) = 0 by the triangulated Wakamatsu lemma. Since the triangulated
structure on C−w is induced by that of D, this triangle is the image under π of a triangle,
ED
f
−→ D −→ XD −→ ΣED
in D. It follows from Lemma 4.7 that ED ∈ ES. On the other hand, we have 0 =
HomC−w(S, YD) =
⊕
i∈Z HomD(F
iS, XD). Hence, HomD(F
iS, XD) = 0, for all i ∈ Z, and
so XD ∈ (ES)
⊥. Therefore, the map f is a right ES-approximation of D, from which it
follows that ES is contravariantly finite in D. 
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We are almost ready to prove Proposition 4.2. First, we set up a final piece of notation.
For integers m 6 n and an ∞-orthogonal collection S, we set
E
[m,n]
S
:= 〈FmS〉Db(kQ) ∗ 〈F
m+1S〉Db(kQ) ∗ · · · ∗ 〈F
nS〉Db(kQ) ⊆ ES.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. Let S be a simple-minded collection in D = Db(kQ) contained
in Fw. By the dual of [30, Proposition 3.6], π(S) is a left w-Riedtmann configuration in
C−w. Hence, by Proposition 3.4, it only remains to check that 〈S〉C−w is contravariantly
finite in C−w. Hence, by Lemma 4.8, it suffices to show that ES is contravariantly finite
in D.
Let D ∈ D. There are only finitely many i ∈ Z with HomD(F
iS, D) 6= 0 as kQ is
hereditary. Let m,n ∈ Z such that m 6 n and HomD(F
<mS, D) = 0 = HomD(F
>nS, D).
By Lemma 3.6, 〈S〉D is contravariantly finite in D
b(kQ). Hence, E
[m,n]
S
is contravariantly
finite in Db(kQ) by [45, Lemma 5.3(1)]. Since any component of a nonzero morphism from
an object of ES to D must originate from a summand E ∈ E
[m,n]
S
, we have that any right
E
[m,n]
S
-approximation of D is also a right ES-approximation. Hence, ES is contravariantly
finite in D. 
4.2. The induced map is surjective. In order to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1,
we have to show that the map induced by the natural projection functor π : Db(kQ) →
C−w in Proposition 4.2 is surjective. To see this, we need a lemma, which first requires
some notation. For an ∞-orthogonal collection S in Db(kQ) and an integer n, we define
the following subcategories of ES:
E6n
S
:=
⋃
i6n
〈F iS〉Db(kQ) ∗ 〈F
i+1S〉Db(kQ) ∗ · · · ∗ 〈F
nS〉Db(kQ); and,
E>n
S
:=
⋃
i>n
〈F nS〉Db(kQ) ∗ 〈F
n+1S〉Db(kQ) ∗ · · · ∗ 〈F
iS〉Db(kQ).
Similarly, we also set E<n
S
= E6n−1
S
and E>n
S
= E>n+1
S
.
Lemma 4.9. Let S be an ∞-orthogonal collection in Db(kQ). Then
(1) 〈S〉Db(kQ) is contravariantly finite in E
60
S
; and,
(2) 〈S〉Db(kQ) is covariantly finite in E
>0
S
.
Proof. We only prove the first statement; the second statement is dual. Write D =
Db(kQ). Let D ∈ E60
S
. First note that if HomD(S, D) = 0, then D admits a (minimal)
right 〈S〉D-approximation, namely SD = 0 −→ D, whose cone XD ≃ D ∈ S
⊥. Therefore,
we may assume that HomD(S, D) 6= 0.
By Lemma 4.6, d admits a decomposition,
(2) E<0
α
−→ D
β
−→ E0 −→ ΣE<0,
with E<0 ∈ E<0
S
and E0 ∈ 〈S〉D. We shall construct a right 〈S〉D-approximation of D by
induction on the S-length of E0 in 〈S〉D.
Suppose the S-length of E0 is one, i.e. E0 ∈ S, and suppose ϕ : S −→ D is a nonzero map
with S ∈ S. If βϕ = 0, then ϕ = 0 because it factors through E<0 and, by Lemma 4.4,
HomD(S, E
<0) = 0. Hence, βϕ 6= 0, and since S,E0 ∈ S, βϕ must be an isomorphism
because S is an orthogonal collection in D. Therefore, β is a split epimorphism and
D ≃ E0 ⊕ E<0. It follows that S ≃ E0 is the unique S ∈ S, up to isomorphism, such
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that HomD(S,D) 6= 0. Hence, E
0
[ 10 ]−→ D is a right 〈S〉D-approximation of D, whose cone
XD = E
<0 ∈ S⊥.
Now suppose the S-length of E0 is n > 1, i.e. there is a triangle S ′ → E0 → S → ΣS ′
with S ∈ S, and S ′ ∈ 〈S〉D of S-length n − 1. Combining this triangle with (2), we get
the octahedral diagram:
S ′

S ′

D // E0 //

ΣE<0 //

ΣD
D // S //

ΣA //

ΣD
ΣS ′ ΣS ′.
The right-hand vertical triangle gives a decomposition of A in E60
S
, E<0 → A → S ′ →
ΣE<0, in which the S-length of S ′ is n− 1. Hence, by induction, A admits a right 〈S〉D-
approximation SA −→ A, whose cone XA lies in S
⊥. Consider the following octahedral
diagram:
(3) Σ−1S

Σ−1S

SA // A //

XA //

ΣSA
SA
α // D //

Y //
β

ΣSA
S S.
If Y ∈ S⊥ then α is a right 〈S〉D-approximation of D with cone lying in S
⊥, and we
are done. So suppose Y 6∈ S⊥. For S1 ∈ S, applying HomD(S1,−) to the right-hand
vertical triangle in (3), shows that the map HomD(S1, β) : HomD(S1, Y ) →֒ HomD(S1, S)
is injective because XA ∈ S
⊥. Hence, if S1 6= S, then HomD(S1, Y ) = 0. Since Y 6∈ S
⊥,
it follows that we must have HomD(S, Y ) 6= 0 and HomD(S, β) is injective. Suppose
γ ∈ HomD(S, Y ) is nonzero. Then βγ must be an isomorphism, which implies that β is a
split epimorphism, whence Y ≃ S ⊕XA.
Now, using the other split triangle, we get a new octahedral diagram:
S

S

D // XA ⊕ S //

ΣSA //

ΣD
D // XA //

ΣSD
−Σg
//

ΣD
ΣS ΣS.
Clearly, SD ∈ 〈S〉D, and since XA ∈ S
⊥, g is a right 〈S〉D-approximation of D with cone
in S⊥. This finishes the proof. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1.
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Proposition 4.2, this map is well defined and it is clearly in-
jective since π gives a bijection between ind(F−w) and ind(C−w). It remains to show that
π induces a surjection.
Let S be a w-simple-minded system in C−w. The fact that the lift of S to D = D
b(kQ),
which will also be denoted by S, is an∞-orthogonal collection in D follows from the proof
of [30, Theorem 1.2], as this part of the proof does not require Q to be Dynkin. Hence,
it remains to show that thickD(S) = D.
First, we claim that 〈S〉D is functorially finite in ES. Indeed, on the one hand we have that
〈S〉D is contravariantly finite in E
60
S
by Lemma 4.9. On the other hand, since ES = E
60
S
∗E>0
S
by Lemma 4.6, and {F nS | n ∈ Z} is an orthogonal collection in D, we have that
E60
S
is contravariantly finite in ES. Hence, by transitivity, 〈S〉D is contravariantly finite
in ES. Dually, using E
>0
S
, 〈S〉D is also covariantly finite in ES, and therefore 〈S〉D is
functorially finite in ES. Since S is a w-simple-minded system in C−w, we have that
〈S〉C−w is functorially finite in C−w. It then follows by Lemma 4.8 and transitivity that
〈S〉D is functorially finite in D.
We will now show that thickD(S) = D. Since 〈S〉D is functorially finite in D, we have that
〈S〉D is contravariantly finite in (Σ
>0S)⊥ and covariantly finite in ⊥(Σ<0S). And since kQ
is hereditary, for any D ∈ D = Db(kQ), we have HomD(Σ
iD, S) = 0 = HomD(Σ
iS, D)
for i ≫ 0. Therefore, by [33, Proposition 3.2], we have that (⊥(Σ<0S), cosusp S) is a
t-structure in D.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 6= D ∈ 〈Σ6−w−2mod(kQ)〉D. As a
consequence, HomD(D,Σ
>0S) = 0. Consider the decomposition triangle ofD with respect
to the t-structure (⊥(Σ<0S), cosusp S):
XD → D → YD → ΣXD.
The morphism XD → D is thus a minimal right
⊥(Σ<0S)-approximation, which is there-
fore zero if and only if XD ≃ 0. Suppose XD 6= 0, then the morphism XD → D must be
nonzero. Since kQ is hereditary, this means thatXD ∈ 〈Σ
6−w−2mod(kQ)〉D also, in which
case, HomD(XD,Σ
>0S) = 0. Hence XD ∈
⊥(ΣZS). Now, by the final part of the proof of
[30, Theorem 1.2], we can conclude that XD ≃ 0. Hence D ≃ YD ∈ cosusp S ⊆ thickS(D).
It follows that thickD(S) = D, as required. 
5. Sincere orthogonal collections
Let Q be an acyclic quiver. In this section we establish a bijection between w-simple-
minded systems in C−w(kQ) and sincere ∞-orthogonal collections of D
b(kQ) sitting in
some truncation of the fundamental domain of C−w(kQ); see Theorem 5.8. This result
generalises [16, Theorem 4.8], which established the same result in the case that w = 1
and Q is simply-laced Dynkin. In Section 6, we will use Theorem 5.8 to establish a
bijection between w-simple-minded systems and positive w-noncrossing partitions in the
Weyl group of the corresponding type. However, we believe that Theorem 5.8 holds
independent representation-theoretic interest.
Before proceeding, we require some background on exceptional sequences.
5.1. Exceptional sequences. The notion of exceptional sequence goes back to the
Moscow school in the 1980s; see e.g. [44]. Recall from [9] that an object e in a triangulated
category D is called exceptional if HomD(e,Σ
ie) = 0 for all i 6= 0 and HomD(e, e) ≃ k. An
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ordered collection of exceptional objects E = (e1, . . . , er) of D is called an exceptional se-
quence if HomD(ej ,Σ
iek) = 0 for all i ∈ Z and j > k. The exceptional sequence E is called
complete if thickD(E) = D. If Q is an acyclic quiver with n vertices and E = (E1, . . . , Er) is
an exceptional sequence in Db(kQ) then E is complete if and only if r = n; see [15, 21, 43].
Exceptional sequences are often called ‘exceptional collections’. In this article we avoid
this term to avoid ambiguity when considering orthogonal collections.
The following lemma gives a link between exceptional sequences and simple-minded col-
lections in Db(kQ).
Lemma 5.1. Let Q be an acyclic quiver with n vertices. If S is a simple-minded collection
in Db(kQ) then the objects of S can be ordered into a (complete) exceptional sequence
E = (E1, . . . , En) in which the cohomological degrees of the Ei are weakly decreasing.
Proof. By [15, Lemma 2.3], the objects of a Hom60-configuration (for the definition, see
[15, §2.2]) can be ordered into a complete exceptional sequence E = (E1, . . . , En) in
which the cohomological degrees of the Ei are weakly decreasing, and therefore strongly
generate D = Db(kQ). Hence the set of Hom60-configurations in D is a subset of the set of
simple-minded collections. By [15, Theorem 2.4], the set of Hom60-configurations in D is
in bijection with the set of silting objects in D. However, the map from the set of Hom60-
configurations in D to the set of silting objects in D constructed in [15] coincides with
the map from simple-minded collections in D to silting objects in D; see [37, §5.6]. Hence
the set of Hom60-configurations in D coincides with the set of simple-minded collections
in D, giving the lemma. 
5.2. Sincere orthogonal collections. Let Q be an acyclic quiver and w > 1 be an
integer. Write H := mod(kQ) and consider the functor
(4) H : Db(kQ) −→ H given by X 7−→
⊕
i∈Z
H i(X),
where H i(−) denotes the ith-cohomology of X with respect to the standard t-structure
(X,Y) in Db(kQ).
Recall that a module M ∈ H is called sincere if HomH(P,M) 6= 0 for any projective
module P . A set of modules X ⊆ H will be called a sincere set of modules if for each
projective module P there exists a module X ∈ X such that HomH(P,X) 6= 0. If X is a
finite set, then X is a sincere set of modules if and only if
⊕
X∈XX is a sincere module.
Note that there are equivalent formulations of sincerity using injective modules. Using
sincerity, we make the following definition.
Definition 5.2. An ∞-orthogonal collection S ⊆ Db(kQ) will be called w-sincere if
S ⊆ X ∩ ΣwY ⊆ F−w and {H(S) | S ∈ S} is a sincere set of modules in H. It will be
called exceptionally finite if the objects of S can be ordered into an exceptional sequence
and 〈S〉Db(kQ) is functorially finite in D
b(kQ).
Recall π : Db(kQ)→ C−w is the canonical projection functor.
Proposition 5.3. Let Q be an acyclic quiver and w > 1 an integer. Then there is a
well-defined map
Θ:
{
w-Riedtmann configurations
in C−w
}
−→
{
w-sincere ∞-orthogonal
collections in Db(kQ)
}
,
S 7−→ π−1(S) ∩ X ∩ ΣwY
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which restricts to a well-defined map
Θ:
{
w-simple-minded
systems in C−w
}
−→
{
exceptionally finite, w-sincere ∞-orthogonal
collections in Db(kQ)
}
.
Proof. Let S be a w-Riedtmann configuration in C−w. Partition the lift of S into F−w,
π−1(S) ∩ F−w, into R ∪ T, where R ⊆ X ∩ Σ
wY and T ⊆ ΣwX ∩ SΣwY. We need to show
that R is a w-sincere ∞-orthogonal configuration. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we
can invoke [30, Theorem 1.2] to see that R is ∞-orthogonal. By definition R ⊆ X∩ΣwY,
so it only remains to show the sincerity part of the definition.
Suppose, for a contradiction, that {H(R) | R ∈ R} is not a sincere set. This means that
there exists an indecomposable projective module P such that HomD(P,Σ
−iR) = 0 for
each R ∈ R and 0 6 i 6 w − 1, where D = Db(kQ). Now, since P ∈ F−w and R ⊆ F−w,
by Lemma 1.3 for 0 6 i 6 w − 1, we have
HomC−w(P,Σ
−iR) ≃ HomD(P,Σ
−iR)⊕DHomD(R,Σ
i−wP )
≃ DHomD(R,Σ
i−wP ).
Since i − w < 0 for each i, R ⊆ F−w and P ∈ H, the hereditary property means
that HomD(R,Σ
i−wP ) = 0. Hence, HomC−w(P,Σ
−iR) = 0 for each R ∈ R and each
0 6 i 6 w − 1.
Now each T ∈ T can be written as T = ΣwT ′ for some T ′ ∈ H. Again, using Lemma 1.3,
for 0 6 i 6 w − 1, we have
HomC−w(P,Σ
−iT ) ≃ HomD(P,Σ
−iT )⊕DHomD(T,Σ
i−wP )
≃ HomD(P,Σ
w−iT ′)⊕DHomD(T
′,Σi−2wP ).
Since w− i > 1 and P is projective, we have HomD(P,Σ
w−iT ′) = 0. Since i−2w < 0, and
H is hereditary, we have HomD(T
′,Σi−2wP ) = 0. It follows that HomC−w(P,Σ
−iT ) = 0 for
each 0 6 i 6 w − 1 and T ∈ T. Since 0 6= P ∈ C−w, this contradicts the fact that S is a
w-Riedtmann configuration. Hence, {H(R) | R ∈ R} must be a sincere set, as required.
Finally, to see the restriction, suppose further that S is a w-simple-minded system in
C−w. Then 〈R〉C−w is functorially finite in 〈S〉C−w by Lemma 3.2(3). Hence, by Proposi-
tion 3.4 and transitivity of functorial finiteness, 〈R〉C−w is functorially finite in C−w. By
Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9, we see that 〈R〉D is functorially finite in D. By Theorem 4.1 and
Lemma 5.1, the objects of S and hence R can be ordered into an exceptional sequence,
making R exceptionally finite, as required. 
Putting together Proposition 5.3 with Theorem 4.1 we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 5.4. Let Q be an acyclic quiver and w > 1 an integer. Then there is a
well-defined map
Θ:
{
simple-minded collections of
Db(kQ) contained in F−w
}
−→
{
exceptionally finite, w-sincere
∞-orthogonal collections in Db(kQ)
}
.
S 7−→ S ∩ X ∩ ΣwY
We now aim to show that the map Θ defined in Corollary 5.4 is a bijection. In order to
establish this we need a special case of Jin’s reduction of simple-minded collections [33,
Theorem 3.1].
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5.3. Reduction of simple-minded collections. In this section we present an explicit
specialisation of [33, Theorem 3.1]. The following statement is related to [33, Theorem
3.1] in a way analogous to that Aihara-Iyama’s silting reduction theorem [1, Theorem
2.37] is related to Iyama-Yang’s silting reduction theorem [31, Theorem 3.7]. We include
a proof for the convenience of the reader.
Proposition 5.5 (Specialisation of [33, Theorem 3.1]). Let D be a Hom-finite, Krull-
Schmidt, k-linear triangulated category. Suppose T is an ∞-orthogonal collection such
that thickD(T) is functorially finite in D. Then there is a bijection
Φ:
{
simple-minded collections
in D containing T
}
1−1
−→
{
simple-minded collections
in (ΣZT)⊥
}
.
In Appendix A we include another proof which does not rely on the functorial finiteness
of the subcategory generated by T or use Verdier localisation.
Proof. The following argument is analogous to [1, Theorem 2.37].
Let S be a simple-minded collection in D containing T. For each s ∈ S, consider the
truncation triangle coming from the stable t-structure (thickD(T), (Σ
ZT)⊥),
(5) ts → s→ Ls→ Σts,
where L : D → (ΣZT)⊥ is the left adjoint to the inclusion (ΣZT)⊥ →֒ D. Define Φ(S) :=
R = {Ls | s ∈ S}. Note that Ls 6= 0 if and only if s ∈ S \ T. By truncating ts with
respect to the bounded t-structure (susp T, cosuspΣ−1T) in thickD(T), observe that the
left (cosuspΣ−1T)-approximation of ts in thickD(T) also gives rise to a right (thickD(T))-
approximation of s, which shows that ts ∈ cosuspΣ
−1T. Take s1, s2 ∈ S and consider
the corresponding truncation triangle ti → si → Lsi → Σti for i = 1, 2. Applying the
functor HomD(−, Ls2) to the truncation triangle for s1 and the functor HomD(s1,−) to
the truncation triangle for s2 shows that R is an∞-orthogonal collection in (Σ
ZT)⊥; here
it is important to use the fact that ti ∈ cosuspΣ
−1T.
Suppose d ∈ (ΣZT)⊥. Since, S is a simple-minded collection in D there are integers n > m
such that d ∈ Σn〈S〉D ∗ · · · ∗Σ
m〈S〉D. Applying the functor L to the corresponding tower
for d shows that d ∈ Σn〈R〉(ΣZT)⊥ ∗ · · · ∗Σ
m〈R〉(ΣZT)⊥ . Hence (Σ
ZT)⊥ = thick(ΣZT)⊥(R) and
R is a simple-minded collection in (ΣZT)⊥. This shows that the map Φ is well defined.
We now construct a map
Ψ:
{
simple-minded collections
in (ΣZT)⊥
}
−→
{
simple-minded collections
in D containing T
}
.
First note that cosusp T is covariantly finite in D since cosusp T is covariantly finite in
thickD(T), which is in turn functorially finite in D. Hence, there is an (unbounded) t-
structure (⊥(Σ60T), cosusp T) in D. Let R be a simple-minded collection in (ΣZT)⊥. For
each r ∈ R take the truncation triangle with respect to the t-structure (⊥(Σ60T), cosusp T),
(6) Σ−1tr → sr → r → tr,
and set Ψ(R) = T ∪ {sr | r ∈ R}. In a manner analogous to the argument above, one
can show that Ψ(R) is an ∞-orthogonal collection in D. For generation, take d ∈ D and
truncate with respect to the stable t-structure (thickD(T), (Σ
ZT)⊥),
td → d→ Ld→ Σtd,
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and observe that Ld ∈ thick(ΣZT)⊥(R) = thickD(R). It follows immediately that d ∈
thickD(Ψ(R)), whence Φ(R) is a simple-minded collection in D, showing that Ψ is well
defined.
Finally, to see that Φ and Ψ are mutually inverse, applying HomD(−, t) for t ∈ cosusp T
to (5) reveals that the morphism Ls → Σt is a left (cosusp T)-approximation of Ls,
and applying HomD(t,−) for t ∈ thickD(T) to (6) reveals that Σ
−1tr → sr is a right
(thickD(T))-approximation of sr. 
5.4. Bijectivity of Θ. To establish the bijectivity of the map occurring in Corollary 5.4
we require a notion of perpendicular category for abelian categories which is compatible
with the one for derived categories. We recall the following from [24, 46].
Definition 5.6. Let H be an abelian category and E a collection of objects in H. We
define the right perpendicular category of E by
E⊥H := {X ∈ H | HomH(E, X) = 0 = Ext
1
H
(E, X)}.
There is an analogous definition of left perpendicular category, ⊥HE.
Lemma 5.7. Let Q be an acyclic quiver with n vertices, H = mod(kQ) and E =
{E1, . . . , Ek} be a collection of exceptional kQ-modules for k 6 n. Then (Σ
ZE)⊥ is
equivalent to Db(kQ′), where Q′ is an acyclic quiver with n− k vertices such that E⊥H ≃
mod(kQ′). Moreover, H ∩ (ΣZE)⊥ = E⊥H.
Proof. Let H = mod(kQ) and D = Db(kQ). For X ∈ H, we have HomD(Σ
iE, X) = 0
for all i ∈ Z \ {−1, 0} since E ⊆ H and H is hereditary. Therefore, for X ∈ H we have
X ∈ (ΣZE)⊥ if and only if X ∈ E⊥H . In particular, it follows that ΣiH∩ (ΣZE)⊥ = ΣiE⊥H
for each i ∈ Z. Now, by [46, Theorem 2.5], there is an equivalence of (abelian) categories
E⊥H → mod(kQ′). Since H is hereditary, each object in D decomposes into a direct
sum of its cohomology, and thus this equivalence induces an equivalence of triangulated
categories (ΣZE)⊥ → Db(kQ′). 
Theorem 5.8. Let Q be an acyclic quiver with n vertices and w > 1 an integer. Then
there is a bijection
Θ:
{
simple-minded collections of
Db(kQ) contained in F−w
}
1−1
−→
{
exceptionally finite, w-sincere
∞-orthogonal collections in Db(kQ)
}
.
S 7−→ S ∩ X ∩ ΣwY
Proof. The strategy of the proof is based on [16, §4]. The map Θ is well defined by
Corollary 5.4. We first show that Θ is surjective.
Let T = {T1, . . . , Tk} be an exceptionally finite, w-sincere ∞-orthogonal collection in
D = Db(kQ). Since the objects of T can be ordered into an exceptional sequence we
have k 6 n. To see that Θ is surjective, we need to find a simple-minded collection S
such that T ⊆ S and S \ T ⊆ Σw+1(H \ inj(H)). Let E = H(T), where H is the standard
cohomology functor; see (4). By [9, Theorem 3.2], the subcategory thickD(T) = thickD(E)
is functorially finite in D. Hence, by Proposition 5.5, we are looking for simple-minded
collections R in (ΣZT)⊥ = (ΣZE)⊥ such that Ψ(R) \ T ⊆ Σw+1(H \ inj(H)), where Ψ is
defined in the proof of Proposition 5.5.
Now, by Lemma 5.7, (ΣZT)⊥ ≃ Db(kQ′) for some acyclic quiver Q′ with n − k vertices.
Let R′ be image of the set of simple kQ′-modules in (ΣZT)⊥ under the equivalence, and
set R = Σw+1R′. Again, by Lemma 5.7, R ⊆ Σw+1H ∩ (ΣZT)⊥. Since T ⊆ X ∩ ΣwY, by
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the hereditary property we have that the object TR in (6) is zero for each R ∈ R, whence
SR = E and Ψ(R) \ T = R. Finally, since T is w-sincere, for each injective kQ module
I we have HomD(T,Σ
w+1I) 6= 0, whence for each R ∈ R we have R /∈ Σw+1(inj(kQ)). It
follows that Θ is surjective.
To see that Θ is injective, suppose S is a simple-minded collection of D contained in F−w
such that Θ(S) = T. Let P = S \ T and note that P ⊆ Σw+1H ∩ (ΣZT)⊥. It follows, by
the hereditary property, that for each P ∈ P the object TP in the truncation triangle (5)
must be zero, whence Φ(P) = P. In particular, by Proposition 5.5 and Lemma 5.7, P
is a simple-minded collection of (ΣZT)⊥ such that P ⊆ Σw+1E⊥H , i.e. is concentrated in
one degree with respect to the standard heart E⊥H ≃ mod(kQ′) in (ΣZT)⊥ ≃ Db(kQ′).
Therefore, the objects of P can be ordered into an exceptional sequence by Lemma 5.1.
It now follows by [43, Theorem 3], which asserts that the unique orthogonal complete
exceptional sequence in mod(kQ′) is that consisting of the simple kQ′-modules. Hence,
P = R and Θ is injective. 
6. Noncrossing partitions
Let Q be an acyclic quiver. In this section, we establish a bijection between w-simple-
minded systems in C−w(kQ) and positive w-noncrossing partitions of the corresponding
Weyl group WQ. This bijection generalises the existing bijection in the case that Q is
Dynkin, see [15, 16, 30]. The strategy follows that of [16]. We start with a brief review
of the Weyl group of an acyclic quiver and noncrossing partitions. The main reference
for the Weyl group is [43], while for noncrossing partitions we refer to [2].
6.1. Weyl group and noncrossing partitions. Consider the symmetric bilinear form
on the Grothendieck group K0(kQ) defined by
([X ], [Y ]) := dimHomkQ(X, Y )+dimHomkQ(Y,X)−dimExt
1
kQ(X, Y )−dim Ext
1
kQ(Y,X),
for X, Y ∈ mod(kQ). Given X ∈ K0(kQ) with (X,X) ∈ {−2,−1, 1, 2}, the reflection tX
along X is the isometry
tX : K0(kQ) −→ K0(kQ), tX(Y ) = Y −
2(Y,X)
(X,X)
X.
Let S1, . . . , Sn be the simple kQ-modules and note that ([Si], [Si]) = 2. The Weyl
group WQ associated to the quiver Q is the group of isometries generated by R :=
{t[S1], . . . , t[Sn]}. The set R is called the set of simple reflections of WQ, and the set
of all reflections in WQ is denoted by T .
The absolute length of w ∈ WQ, denoted by ℓT (w), is the minimum length of w written as
a product of reflections. We call a minimum length expression for w written as a product
of reflections a T–reduced expression of w; we denote the set of all such expressions by
redT (w).
A parabolic subgroup ofWQ is a subgroup ofWQ generated by a subset of R. The following
result, which holds for any Coxeter group W of finite rank, will be useful later.
Theorem 6.1 ([7, Theorem 1.4]). Let W ′ be a parabolic subgroup ofW . For each u ∈ W ′,
we have redT (u) = redT ′(u), where T
′ =W ′ ∩ T is the set of reflections in W ′.
Recall, e.g. from [29, §3.1], that a Coxeter element of WQ is the product of all the simple
reflections in some order; in [2], a Coxeter element is called a standard Coxeter element.
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From now on, we will fix a Coxeter element c ∈ WQ such that the ordering of the product
of simple reflections giving rise to c corresponds to an ordering of the simple kQ-modules
into an exceptional sequence. Note that ℓT (c) = n. We can now define (positive) w-
noncrossing partitions for w > 1; see [2].
Definition 6.2. Let w > 1, u = (u1, . . . , uw+1) be a (w+1)-tuple of elements of WQ and
c be the Coxeter element fixed above. The tuple u is said to be
(i) a w-noncrossing partition if c = u1u2 · · ·uw+1 and n = ℓT (c) = ℓT (u1) + · · · +
ℓT (uw+1); and,
(ii) a positive w-noncrossing partition if it is a w-noncrossing partition such that the
product u2 · · ·uw+1 does not lie in any proper parabolic subgroup.
The set of (positive) w-noncrossing partitions of WQ with respect to c will be denoted by
NC(+)w (WQ), with the fixed Coxeter element c implicitly understood.
We end this section with the following useful connection between exceptional sequences
and expressions for the Coxeter element.
Theorem 6.3 ([28, Theorem 4.1]). Let Q be an acyclic quiver. Then the following
assertions hold.
(1) For any exceptional kQ-module E, we have t[E] ∈ T .
(2) If (X1, . . . , Xn) is a complete exceptional sequence in mod(kQ), setting ti = t[Xi],
we have c = t1 · · · tn.
(3) If c = t1 · · · tn, with ti ∈ T , then ti = t[Xi], for some exceptional kQ-module Xi,
and (X1, . . . , Xn) is a complete exceptional sequence.
It follows from Theorem 6.3 that the set of (positive) noncrossing partitions does not
depend on the ordering of the set of simple kQ-modules into an exceptional sequence.
6.2. Simple-minded collections and noncrossing partitions. For an acyclic quiver
Q and an integer w > 1, we recall the construction of a bijective map
(7) ϕ : NCw(WQ)
1−1
−→
{
simple-minded collections of Db(kQ)
contained in X ∩ Σw+1Y
}
from [15, Theorem 7.3]; see [16] for a similarly constructed map in the case that Q is
Dynkin. Let u = (u1, . . . , uw+1) ∈ NCw(WQ). We construct ϕ(u) in two steps.
• We have c = u1 · · ·uw+1 and n = ℓT (u1) + ℓT (u2) + · · · + ℓT (uw+1). For each
1 6 i 6 w + 1, pick a T -reduced expression for ui. The ordered product of these
expressions gives rise to a T -reduced expression for c and by Theorem 6.3(3) we
get a complete exceptional sequence E = (E1, . . . ,Ew+1) in mod(kQ), where Ei is
the subsequence of E corresponding to the T -reduced expression of ui.
• Let Ci be the smallest wide (=exact abelian extension-closed) subcategory of
mod(kQ) containing Ei. By [21, Lemma 5], Ci is equivalent to mod(kQi) for
some acyclic quiver Qi with ℓT (ui) vertices. Let Si be the set of simples in Ci.
Then we define
ϕ(u) :=
w+1⋃
i=1
Σw+1−iSi.
The fact that ϕ(u) is independent of the choice of T -reduced expression follows
from [28, Theorem 4.3].
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We now come to the main theorem of this section. The case when Q is Dynkin and
w = 1 was given in [16, Theorem 5.7]. The case when Q is Dynkin and w > 1 is an
integer was established in [15, Theorem 7.4] (see also [30, Theorem 1.1]), via bijections
with m-clusters, and using a different description of positive w-noncrossing partitions.
Before proceeding, we require a definition.
For a kQ-module X , the support of X is supp(X) := {a ∈ Q0 | Hom(Pa, X) 6= 0}.
Equivalently, supp(X) = {a ∈ Q0 | Sa occurs in a composition series for X}. For a set X
of kQ-modules the support of X is supp(X) =
⋃
X∈X supp(X).
Theorem 6.4. Let Q be an acyclic quiver. The map ϕ define in (7) restricts to a bijection
ϕ : NC+w(WQ)
1−1
−→
{
simple-minded collections of Db(kQ)
contained in F−w
}
.
Proof. Let u = (u1, u2, . . . , uw+1) ∈ NC
+
w(WQ). Then, by the construction of the map ϕ in
(7), ϕ(u) =
⋃w+1
i=1 Σ
w+1−iSi is a simple-minded collection of D
b(kQ) lying in X ∩ Σw+1Y.
To see that the restriction is well defined, by Theorem 5.8, it suffices to check that⋃w+1
i=2 Σ
w+1−iSi ⊆ X∩Σ
wY is an exceptionally finite, w-sincere∞-orthogonal collection in
Db(kQ). This set is clearly ∞-orthogonal. Functorial finiteness and exceptionality follow
immediately from Lemma 3.2(3) and Lemma 3.6, and Lemma 5.1, respectively. Only
w-sincerity remains to be checked.
Suppose for a contradiction that
⋃w+1
i=2 Σ
w+1−iSi ⊆ X ∩ Σ
wY is not w-sincere. We claim
that if E is an exceptional kQ-module, then t[E] lies in the parabolic subgroup generated
by {t[Sa] ∈ R | a ∈ supp(E)}. Indeed, consider the wide subcategory CE generated by
the set of simple kQ-modules {Sa | a ∈ supp(E)}. The exceptional module E lies in CE
and it can be extended to a complete exceptional sequence E in CE (see [21, Lemma 1]).
By the transitivity of the action of the braid group on the set of complete exceptional
sequences (see [21] again), E is obtained from the set {Sa | a ∈ supp(E)} ordered into a
complete exceptional sequence in CE , via a sequence of mutations corresponding to the
braid group action. The claim then follows from [28, §2.2]. As a consequence, we have that
u2 · · ·uw+1 lies in the parabolic subgroup generated by {t[Sa] ∈ R | a ∈ supp(
⋃w+1
i=2 Ei)}.
This subgroup is a proper parabolic subgroup since
⋃w+1
i=2 Ei is not sincere, as supp(Si) =
supp(Ci) = supp(Ei), for each i. This contradicts the fact that u is a positive w-noncrossing
partition. Therefore,
⋃w+1
i=2 Σ
w+1−iSi ⊆ X ∩ Σ
wY is indeed w-sincere.
Since ϕ is the restriction of a bijection, it is clearly injective. It remains to check that
ϕ is surjective. Let S be a simple-minded collection contained in F−w. By Lemma 5.1,
we can order the elements in S into a (complete) exceptional sequence E in which the
cohomological degrees are weakly decreasing. For each 1 6 i 6 w + 1, let Ei the subse-
quence consisting of the elements of cohomological degree i − 1, and Ci be the smallest
wide subcategory of mod(kQ) containing H(Ei), where H : D
b(kQ) → mod(kQ) is the
standard cohomology functor; see (4). Order the simple objects of Ci into an exceptional
sequence (cf. [43, Theorem 3]), and let ui be the product of the corresponding reflections
respecting the order of the exceptional sequence, which gives a T -reduced expression for
ui. Then u = (uw+1, . . . , u1) is a w-noncrossing partition and ϕ(u) = S.
Finally, we must check that u is positive. Suppose u is not positive. Then uw · · ·u1 lies
in a proper parabolic subgroup WJ generated by J ( R. For each 1 6 i 6 w, each
reflection appearing in the T -reduced expression of ui above lies in WJ by Theorem 6.1.
This means that for 1 6 i 6 w the simple objects of Ci do not have support at the
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Figure 1. Triangles in Z.
vertices of Q corresponding to the simple reflections at R \J . Since the support of H(Ei)
coincides with that of the simple objects in Ci, it follows that S∩X∩Σ
wY is not w-sincere,
contradicting Theorem 5.8. Hence, u must be positive and ϕ is surjective. 
Appendix A. Reduction of simple-minded collections revisited
In this appendix, we provide an alternative proof of [33, Theorem 3.1], which avoids using
a Verdier localisation and is similar to the analogous result for simple-minded systems
in [20, Section 6]. This proof was obtained by Alexandra Zvonareva and the first two
authors before the preprint [33] appeared. We think it is still useful as an alternative
approach.
Throughout, D will be a Hom-finite, Krull-Schmidt, k-linear triangulated category with
shift functor Σ: D→ D. We will impose the following setup.
Setup A.1. Let S be an ∞-orthogonal collection of objects in D and Z a subcategory of
D satisfying the following conditions:
(1) 〈S〉 is covariantly finite in ⊥(Σ<0S) and contravariantly finite in (Σ>0S)⊥.
(2) for d ∈ D, we have HomD(d,Σ
≪0S) = 0 = HomD(Σ
≫0S, d) = 0; and,
(3) Z := ⊥(Σ60S) ∩ (Σ>0S)⊥.
In fact, if D = Db(A) for a finite-dimensional algebra A, the stronger condition that 〈S〉
is functorially finite in Db(A) holds by Lemmas 3.2(3) and 3.6.
We recall the following construction from [20, Section 4] (see also [33, 39]):
• For an object z ∈ Z, a functor 〈1〉 : Z → Z is defined on objects by taking the
cone of a minimal right 〈S〉-approximation: sz → Σz → z〈1〉 → Σsz . The functor
〈1〉 is defined on morphisms in the obvious way, and its quasi-inverse 〈−1〉 by the
dual construction; see [20, Lemma 3.6].
• For a morphism f : x → y in Z, consider the triangle x
f
−→ y
g1
−→ cf
h1−→ Σx
in D together with the minimal right 〈S〉-approximation triangles of cf and Σx
in Figure 1. Note that applying HomD(Σ
>0S,−) to this triangle shows that both
cf ,Σx ∈ (Σ
>0S)⊥ so that the required approximations exist.
Theorem A.2 ([33, Proposition 3.6]). The category (Z, 〈1〉) admits a triangulated struc-
ture with standard triangles given by diagrams of the form x
f
−→ y −→ zf −→ x〈1〉.
Proof. This can be proved in several ways. On one hand, observe that S and Z given in
Setup A.1 satisfy [20, Lemma 6.3] so that [20, Theorem 4.1] can be applied. Otherwise,
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one can proceed via Jin’s construction in [33, Proposition 3.6], or Nakaoka’s construction
in [39, Theorem 4.15]. 
Because there are two triangulated structures under consideration, we differentiate them
as in [20, Section 6] with the following notation. Let X and Y be subcategories of Z. We
define
X ⋆ Y := {z ∈ Z | there exists a triangle x→ z → y → x〈1〉 with x ∈ X and y ∈ Y}.
We denote the extension closure of X with respect to the triangulated structure in Z by
{X}. The usual notation X ∗ Y and 〈X〉 keep their usual meanings in D.
Before giving our alternative proof of [33, Theorem 3.1], we collect some preliminary
statements.
Lemma A.3. Let S and Z be as in Setup A.1. Suppose one of the two conditions holds:
(a) S ⊆ T and T is a simple-minded collection in D; in which case set R = T \ S; or
(b) T = S ∪ R, where R is a simple-minded collection in Z.
Then the following hold:
(1) For i > j, {R〈i〉} ⋆ {R〈i− 1〉} ⋆ · · · ⋆ {R〈j〉} ⊆ 〈ΣiT〉 ∗ 〈Σi−1T〉 ∗ · · · ∗ 〈ΣjT〉.
(2) suspD T ∩ Z = suspZ R.
(3) cosuspD T ∩ Z = cosuspZ R.
(4) suspD S is contravariantly finite in D.
(5) cosuspD S is covariantly finite in D.
Proof. Statement (1) can be argued as in Claims A and B in the proof of [20, Theorem
6.6]; see also [33, Lemma 3.4]. Statements (2) and (3) can be argued using [20, Lemma 6.5]
as the start of an induction. Statements (4) and (5) follow immediately from conditions
(1) and (2) in Setup A.1 using a standard argument; cf. the proof of Proposition 4.2. 
Theorem A.4 ([33, Theorem 3.1]). Let S and Z be as in Setup A.1. Then there is a
bijection
{simple-minded collections in D containing S}
1−1
←→ {simple-minded collections in Z}.
T 7−→ T \ S
Proof. Let T be a simple-minded collection in D containing S. We want to show that
R := T \ S is a simple-minded collection in Z. We will use the characterisation of simple-
minded collections in Proposition 3.5.
Firstly, observe that R is an ∞-orthogonal collection in Z, for instance, by using the
dimension shifting argument in the proof of [20, Theorem 6.6].
The next step is to show that ⊥(R〈< 0〉) ∩ (R〈> 0〉)⊥ = 0. Suppose z ∈ Z is such that
z ∈ ⊥(R〈< 0〉) ∩ (R〈> 0〉)⊥. Since HomD(z〈> 0〉,R) ≃ HomD(Σ
>0z,R) and HomD(R, z〈6
0〉) ≃ HomD(R,Σ
60z) by the dimension-shifting argument above, it follows that z ∈
⊥(Σ<0R) ∩ (Σ>0R)⊥. Since z ∈ Z, it follows that z ∈ ⊥(Σ<0T) ∩ (Σ>0T)⊥, and so z = 0,
as T is ∞-Riedtmann in D by Proposition 3.5.
Finally, we show that cosuspZ R is covariantly finite in Z. By Lemma A.3(1), we have
cosuspZ R ⊆ cosuspD T. By Lemma A.3(3), we have (cosuspD T) ∩ Z = cosuspZ R. Since
T is a simple-minded collection in D, cosuspD T is covariantly finite in D. Therefore,
for z ∈ Z ⊆ D, we can take a decomposition triangle, x
f
−→ z −→ tz −→ Σx, in D
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with x ∈ ⊥(cosuspD T) ⊆
⊥(Σ60S). An inspection of the resulting long exact sequence
shows that x ∈ (Σ>0S)⊥, and hence x ∈ Z. Now taking the cone of a minimal right
〈S〉-approximation sf −→ tz of tz gives a triangle in Z:
x
f
−→ z −→ zf −→ x〈1〉.
We claim that the third term zf lies in (cosuspD T)∩Z and hence in cosuspZ R, which makes
the triangle above into a decomposition triangle for z in Z because x ∈ ⊥(cosuspD T) ⊆
⊥(cosuspZ R). In particular, showing that cosuspZ R is covariantly finite in Z. The argu-
ment for the contravariant finiteness of suspZ R in Z is similar. Now applying Proposi-
tion 3.5, we conclude that R is a simple-minded collection in Z.
Therefore, we need to establish the claim above. Since tz ∈ cosuspD T, there is a triangle
t′ → tz → t
′′ → Σt′ with t′ ∈ 〈T〉 and t′′ ∈ cosuspDΣ
−1T. Combining this triangle with the
one coming from the minimal right 〈S〉-approximation gives the following commutative
diagram by the octahedral axiom:
sf
g

sf

Σ−1t′′ // t′ //

tz //

t′′
Σ−1t′′ // t1 //

zf //

t′′
Σsf Σsf
Examining the long exact sequence obtained by applying HomD(S,−) to the lower hori-
zontal triangle shows that g : sf → t
′ is a right 〈S〉-approximation. If it were not minimal,
then sf → tz would also fail to be minimal. Therefore g : sf → t
′ is a minimal right 〈S〉-
approximation and t1 ∈ 〈T〉 by [20, Theorem 2.11]. Hence, zf ∈ cosuspD T, as required.
Conversely, suppose R is a simple-minded collection in Z. We will show that T := S ∪ R
is a simple-minded collection in D. The proof that T is an ∞-orthogonal collection is
similar to the corresponding argument above in the other direction.
Let d be an object in D. By Lemma A.3(4) and (5), we have that suspD S is contravariantly
finite in D and cosuspD S is covariantly finite in D. Decomposing first with respect to
the t-structure (suspD S, (Σ
>0S)⊥) and then the t-structure (⊥(Σ60S), cosuspD S) gives the
following triangles,
x→ d→ y → Σx and z → y → v → Σz,
in which z ∈ Z = ⊥(Σ60S) ∩ (Σ>0S)⊥, v ∈ cosuspD S and x ∈ suspD S. This shows that
D = (suspD S) ∗Z ∗ (cosuspD S), cf. [33, Proposition 3.3]. Now, Lemma A.3(1), shows that
Z = thickZ(R) ⊆ thickD(T), from which it follows that D = thickD(T), and we conclude
that T is a simple-minded collection. 
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